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Infuse Simulations into Probability and Mathematical Statistics 
Melinda Harder 

 
 I created the lab “Confidence Intervals for Proportions” for my mathematical statistics 
students so they could experimentally compare approximate, exact, and “plus four” intervals for 
a proportion. The lab was inspired by Christopher Lacke’s e-mail “Teaching a method that isn’t 
used” (12/06/2005 on the isostat list) and by the flurry of responses to it.  
 
 The poster shows the results from my class of twenty-four students. Each student was 
assigned three values for p “the probability of success”, four values for n “the sample size”, and 
instructed to do 400 simulations for each combination of n and p. I randomly assigned four 
students to each of the following groups 
 
                       p                              p                                p 
                .1   .4   .7                 .2   .5   .9                    .3   .6   .8 
 
      5 
n   15 
     30 
     70 
 
     10 
n   20  
     50 
   100 
 
The group assignments were done in class using a deck of cards containing A, K, Q, J, 10, 9 in 
all four suits. Students selecting an ace were assigned to group 1, p = .1, .4, .7 and n = 5, 15, 30, 
70, and so on.  So there are1600 simulations per combination, and if we assume a success rate of 
approximately 95% (success occurs when the true value of p is contained in the interval) then the 
error is approximately 0.5% for the estimated coverage probabilities. 
 
 This is just one example of the labs I’ve created. Many of the students who take 
mathematical statistics at Bates College are computer savvy and enjoy using simulations to do 
experiments. They were surprised that such a strange method (adding four observations, two 
successes and two failures) would give better coverage probabilities (closer to 95%) than the 
exact or approximate methods. 
 
Reference A. Agresti and B.A. Coull “Approximate is better than ‘exact’ for interval estimation 
of binomial proportions”, The American Statistician, 52 (1998), pp. 119-126 
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gmacro 
ci 
random k3 c1; 
binomial k1 k2. 
erase c2 c3 
do k4=1:k3 
let k5=c1(k4) 
let k6=k5+1 
let k7=k1-k5+1 
let k8=k1-k5 
if k5=0 
  let k9=0 
else 
invcdf .025 k9; 
beta k5 k7. 
endif 
let c2(k4)=k9 
if k5=k1 
  let k10=1 
else  
invcdf .975 k10; 
beta k6 k8. 
endif  
let c3(k4)=k10 
enddo 
let c4=c1/k1 
let c5=1.96*sqrt(c4*(1-c4)/k1) 
let c6=c4-c5 
let c7=c4+c5 
let c8=(c1+2)/(k1+4) 
let c9=1.96*sqrt(c8*(1-c8)/(k1+4)) 
let c10=c8-c9 
let c11=c8+c9 
let c12=(k2>=c2&k2<=c3) 
let c13=(k2>=c6&k2<=c7) 
let c14=(k2>=c10&k2<=c11) 
let k4=sum(c12)/k3 
let k5=sum(c13)/k3 
let k6=sum(c14)/k3 
name k4 "exact" 
name k5 "approx" 
name k6 "plus4" 
print k4 k5 k6 
endmacro 


